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Our	medicines,	flag	and	medallion



"Today after 147 years, Treaty 2 and Canada are back at 
the table discussing the very important issues that we 

have. 'Immigration and Settlement' was the primary 
intent of the Treaty and now the real work begins to 

address our unfinished Treaty business. We are 
reclaiming our Rights and are in the process of 

rebuilding our Nation. The people of Treaty 2 are 
establishing a contemporary government that will 

protect the land, water, and resources in our 
territory. With the Protocol in place, we will move 

forward to not only reclaim our right to be self-
determining, but to rebuild our nation, as it was meant 

to be 147 years ago." Grand Chief Eugene Eastman
Chief O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi





Purpose	of	the	Treaty
The purpose of this treaty was to protect the territory 

and “….to open up to settlement and immigration a 
tract of country bounded and described hereinafter 
mentioned, and to obtain the consent thereto of her 

Indian subjects inhabiting the said tract, and to make 
treaty and arrangements with them, so that there be 

peace and good will…” and to be compensated for the 
land taken!



Inherent Rights are the original and 
ancestral rights held by First Nations in 
Treaty 2 Territory. They are born with 

inherent rights because their ancestors 
have been in these territories since 

creation. These Inherent Rights are all 
encompassing in order for the people of 

the collective Nation, the Local Nations, to 
pursue Mino-Bimaadiziwin, the good life, 

as a unifying concept on Turtle Island, 
Mother Earth, according to the original 

instructions provided by Creator.



Our Inherent Rights 
are the foundation 

that led to the 
consultation, 

negotiation and 
consent process.



The Treaty relationship is guided by the Royal 
Proclamation of 1763. The Proclamation set 

out the process, requirements and 
undertakings to be fulfilled by the Crown 

when it came to the lands belonging to “the 
Indians” to be taken up for “Immigration and 

Settlement”. This Proclamation by King 
George III of Britain, sought to prevent 

further racial violence, explicitly recognizes 
First Nations sovereignty and title in North 

America.



First Nations’ land ownership and authority is law 
binding and recognized by the British Crown. A 
recognized Treaty must be publicly witnessed:

I. following a prescribed process;
II. was to be entered into;
III. with the consent of the Indians;
IV. for lands to be purchased by the 

Crown and only the Crown;
V. with just and equitable terms;
VI. with the remaining of the lands 

being reserved for the Indians;
VII.all of which was to be done 

under the supervision of His 
Majesty. 



The Crown apologized for the “great frauds 
and abuses” referenced in the Royal 
Proclamation, which had taken place over 
time. They sent out runners to invite Chiefs 
to a special assembly held at Niagara in 
1764. At that meeting, the offer of the King 
was accepted by chiefs and headmen. The 
Treaty of Niagara was entered. The Two Row 
Wampum relationship was reaffirmed. The 
Covenant Chain of Friendship was polished 
and the tarnish removed. Peace was 
restored.



The terms and primary features of the treaty process 
following the provisions of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 
and Treaty of Niagara 1764:

I. the sole purpose of taking up lands was for 
immigration and settlement, and;

II. the Treaty 2 did not apply to lands not taken up for 
Immigration and Settlement, and;

III. no mention of original and ancestral natural 
resources is made in the Treaty 2, and;

IV. no mention is made in the Treaty 2 of 
compensation – the Queen ordered “the 
Government of Canada” to pay compensation for 
the lands taken up for immigration and settlement



This is background to the Fathers of 
Confederation meeting held with the Queen 

in effort to reach an agreement on 
arrangements through which the lands to 
the north and west of the colony of Upper 

Canada extending to the eastern borders of 
British Columbia could become a part of 

“Canada”. 



Queen Victoria informed the colonial settlers that she 
could not give them the land they wanted. Essentially, 

she said “that land is not mine to give – there will 
have to be Treaties with the Indians.” She set out the 
requirements by issuing certain Orders for the lands 

known as “Rupert’s Land” and “the Northwestern 
Territories”. She stipulated that “the Government of 
Canada” was required to provide compensation for 
any lands taken up for Immigration and Settlement. 
Terms of the Treaties were to be just and equitable. 
Lands not taken up for immigration and settlement 

were to remain “lands reserved for the Indians”. 



The Anishinaabe have been placed here from 
Time Immemorial. Anishinaabe 

Agowidiiwinan is rooted in a time that comes 
way before the Royal Proclamation of 1763, 

the Treaty of Niagara 1764, and most 
recently the 1871 making of Treaty 2. A 
gathering of the Anishinaabe from the 

territory led to the birth of Anishinaabe 
Agowidiiwinan, the Ojibway or Chippewa 

local Nations, who were present at Manitoba 
House 21 August 1871 to meet with Queen 

Victoria’s Treaty Commissioners.



It is the position of Anishinaabe 
Agowidiiwinan that the Treaty 2 obligations 
were never fulfilled in accordance with its 
original terms, spirit, and intent.  Canada, 
who represents the Crown, proceeded on 

the premise that Treaty 2 was a land 
surrender document. Canada proceeded in 
the belief that they had, under English law, 
taken total ownership and control of all the 

lands and resources.



Compensation for non-renewable 
Natural Resources taken

When a non-renewable natural resource like 
gravel, potash, or oil and gas is extracted, mined 
or pumped out of the ground, the value of our 
capital asset, the Treaty territory, is diminished 
forever.  The land is damaged, and its intrinsic 

value is degraded in proportion to the 
diminishment of the resource extracted.



The Treaty was not 
about allowing non-

renewable resources to 
be extracted or 

removed.  No mineral 
rights, or oil or gas 

rights were transferred 
to the Anishinaabe 
people of Treaty 2 

territory by the Treaty.



Compensation for the taking of 
aggregate and fill from Treaty 2 lands

Mining, quarrying and gravel extraction 
doesn’t fit into the rubric of taking up of 

lands for settlement and immigration.  When 
aggregate and fill such as gravel and quarried 
rock is taken out, the lands are permanently 
impacted with no consultation or consent of 

the people of the Territory, and with no 
benefit in honor of the aboriginal title.  



Compensation for Oil and Gas Royalties not 
received such as: Freeholder Oil and Gas 

Royalties – these are oil and gas royalties paid to 
private land owners who had the good fortune 
to have settled in the oil patch area before the 
Federal or Provincial governments took control 
of mineral rights.  Usually the Province collects 
the royalties, but when the Province lacks the 

right to collect the royalties, the oil and gas 
exploration companies will then pay out the 

royalty to the “first titleholder”. 



How did the settlers obtain the right to 
collect and keep these royalties?  The 

settlers who get the oil and gas 
royalties claim to hold “first title”.  This 

fictitious claim is not challenge by 
anyone.  In 2011, freehold royalty 

holders received $217 million in oil and 
gas royalties, while the Province only 
collected $42 million in royalties and 
taxes.  The only legitimate “first title 
holder”, the Treaty 2 First Nations, 

received nothing.



Crown Oil and Gas Royalties –
The province receives about 

20% of all the oil and gas 
royalties paid out. Canada 

allowed this without honoring 
the fiduciary duty to the 

aboriginal title.



Compensation for Stumpage Fees collected and 
kept by the Provinces of Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan

Stumpage fees are collected on timber by the 
Crown.  There has been no consultation or 

consent which reflects the failure to recognize 
aboriginal title, including protection of the lands 

and water resources of Treaty 2 lands.



Compensation for Other minerals, Potash, Peat 
moss, Helium mined and extracted such as:

Potash – There is potash in Treaty 2 territory, but 
almost none is being extracted from the territory, 
because the deposit is a great depth, and of a 
narrowing layer, unlike in Saskatchewan.  New 
technology and innovative mining may make potash 
extraction commercially viable here in the future.  
When this happens, Treaty 2 should benefit from the 
royalties



• Peat moss - There is peat moss 
harvested in the Interlake area.  No 
permission was obtained from 
Treaty 2.  No royalties are being paid 
to Treaty 2. 
• Helium - Helium is a gas which is 
mined from the earth.  There are 
some known helium deposits along 
the eastern shore of Lake Manitoba.  
It is unknown if these deposits are 
commercially viable for extraction 
and market, but aboriginal title and 
consultation and consent must be 
honored.



Collection of rents and taxation of industry for 
using or impacting Treaty 2 lands and resources

Treaty 2 lands used or impacted by industry for 
purposes which are not for immigration and 
settlement.  Hydro lines, pipelines, water control 
structures, channels, wildlife areas, etc.



Treaty Audit

A Treaty Audit must be completed to create an 
inventory of the Treaty 2 lands and resources 
taken for settlement from time of Treaty until 

today, and determine the monetary value owed 
to Treaty 2.  The audit would also determine how 
much lands were also taken up that were not for 

settlement and immigration purposes, and to 
determine the debt and transfer of unsettled 

and unoccupied land owed to Treaty 2.



Current	Important	Steps
• Most recent Letter went to Canada – PM July 2020
• Letters and invoices 
• Summer Session – Governing Council 3 September 2020 Duck Mountains

• 2020-09-03-001_Resolution_Citizenship_Passed
• 2020-09-03-002_Resolution_Trusts_Passed
• 2020-09-03-003_Resolution_Treasury_Passed
• 2020-09-03-

004_Resolution_Government_of_FNT2T_Restorative_Peacemaking_Passed
• 2020-09-03-

005_Resolution_Anishinaabe_Mediation_and_Conflict_Resolution_Passed
• 2020-09-03-006_Resolution_Declaration_of_Treaty 

2_Manitoba_Post_Sacred_Site_Passed
• 2020-09-03-007_Resolution_Declaration_of_Treaty 

2_Riding_Mountain_Wasagaming_Interpretive_Centre_Passed

http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-001_Resolution_Citizenship_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-002_Resolution_Trusts_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-003_Resolution_Treasury_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-004_Resolution_Government_of_FNT2T_Restorative_Peacemaking_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-005_Resolution_Anishinaabe_Mediation_and_Conflict_Resolution_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-006_Resolution_Declaration_of_Treaty-2_Manitoba_Post_Sacred_Site_Passed.pdf
http://fnt2t.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020-09-03-007_Resolution_Declaration_of_Treaty-2_Riding_Mountain_Wasagaming_Interpretive_Centre_Passed.pdf


• Taking steps 
forward of 
what we 
have been 
talking  
about… 
TAKING 
ACTION



• Embracing what 
we have been 
talking about, 
walking and 
believing in our 
footsteps 
forward


